Babaji’s
Kriya Yoga ®
The first in a series of progressive initiations
Led by Acharya E. Skanda

Nederland, CO

The goal of life is
happiness, peace, love and
enlightenment. The desire
for perfection comes from
the Self, the image of God
which seeks to express
itself through all humanity
Kriya Yoga is a scientific
art of perfect God truth
union. It was revived in
modern times by a great
master of India, Babaji
Nagaraj as a synthesis of
the teachings of the 18
siddhas.

First initiation into the 5fold path of
Babaji’s Kriya Yoga
with
Skandavel
Every month on a
Saturday and Sunday
9am to 5:30pm
The Initiation seminar is
preceded by an intro
lecture and meditation
Friday, from 6-8pm.
Location:
35 Last Chance Court
Nederland, CO 80466
Suggested contribution
$300

In this weekend you will
learn 18 postures for
greater health, relaxation
and energy; the 6 phases
of the powerful breathing
technique, know as
“Kriya Kundalini
Pranayama”
to awaken and circulate
subtle energies: 7 techniques
of meditation to cleanse the
subconscious, to master the
mind and bring about
realization of the Self and
Absolute Reality.

Inspired by Yogananda’s Autobiography of a Yogi, Ed Nichols “Skanda” was
initiated into Babaji’s Kriya Yoga by M.G. Satchidananda in 1998 and has practiced
with increasing intensity ever since. Shortly after receiving the second initiation in
1999 and while in his senior year studying Biology at the University of Colorado @
Boulder, Skanda traveled to Brazil to celebrate the transition into the new millennium.
While there, he became fascinated with the Amazonian superfruit açaí and
subsequently co-founded SAMBAZON, a company well recognized for it’s unique
model of market driven conservation and social responsibility. Skanda feels “the
degree to which one surrenders to the divine is directly proportional to how
beautiful one’s life unfolds”. He looks forward to helping seekers reveal their latent
potential through the grace of Babaji’s Kriya Yoga.
For more information contact Skanda:
Emaii: skanda@sambazon.com
Phone: 949-244-5651
Address – PO BOX 945 Nederland, CO 80466
1st and 2nd level initiations are offered by Skanda monthly to aspirants. Contact him directly to make
arrangements.

